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0. Introduction.
For a fixed prime p,

W. Stephen Wilson hs defined a sequence of extraordinary cohomology theories BP (n}*( ), n
O, 1, 2,... oo [12]. BP(O}*(X)
H*(X; Z()). BP(1}*(X) is a summand of the complex connective K-theory
of X localized at p. BP( oo }*(X) BP*(X) is the Brown-Peterson cohomology
of X. Let BP(n}
BP(n}k} be an omeg spectrum representing the cohomolfor a finite complex X, BP(n}k(X)
ogy theory BP(n}*(
[X, BP(n}k].
We adopt the convention that H*X
H*(X; Z) (Z denotes the integers
mod p). Let a be the rood p Steenrod algebr nd Q the Milnor elements [3].
W. Stephen Wilson [12] proved that H*BP(n}
Q). The
a/a(Qo, Q,
object of the paper is to compute the mod p cohomology of the spaces BP(n}I..
Our result is"

-

THEOREM.

H*BP(n)zI

Z[vb(I, J)] () F[M".(.,_I)]

and

H*BP(n}./I

A[vb(I, g)] () F[M,_] () A (M)

n--1
._(M._.,)

(M".)

1J

The lgebr generators vb(I, J) stisfy the technical requirement that vb(I, J)
be (n, k)-llowble. F[M] is the free commutative lgebr on the graded vector
spce M. We defer the technical description of the modules M nd of the
polynomial nd exterior lgebm generators until Section 2.
Our proof is by double induction on (n, k) which exploits the ntecedents
of this theorem. Crtn’s computation of H*K(Z, ) [1] provides the (0, k)
ese of the theorem nd begins the induction in the first coordinate. Rvenel
nd Wilson [6] hve computed the homology of the Brown-Peterson omeg
spectrum spaces BP(oo ) By Wilson’s Splitting theorem [12], this yields a
clcultion of H*BP(n q- 1). for low k. This gives starting point for the
1 cse of
induction in k for fixed n q- 1. Two other ntecedentsthe n
the theoremremin. Stong [10] computed the rood 2 cohomology of the spectra
ssocited with BO nd B U. Stong’s results served s guide to William Singer
[8] who computed the rood p cohomology of the connective coverings of B U nd
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